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For keen riders!
New R nineT seats from Wunderlich

Press text and pictures: please click here.
or:
www.wunderlich.de/unternehmen/presseportal/pressemitteilungen/

Wunderlich, the No. 1 worldwide for high quality BMW
motorcycle accessories, has completely redesigned
the R nineT’s seat. Now enthusiastic R nineT riders are
spoiled for choice, as the product, which is suitable for
long distances, isn’t just available as a complete seat
and as a single seat for both the rider and the passenger;
it comes in three different colours too. The seats fit all R
nineT models, excluding the racer.
One thing that all seats have in common is a painstakingly crafted foam core with a special material structure
and a new contour, as well as a brand-new shell. The
progressive two-layer structure with a soft top layer and
a rigid core guarantees even distribution of forces, thus
guaranteeing optimised weight distribution across the
entire seat and relieving the pressure on the coccyx. The
sweat-reducing, grippy cover material looks classy, while
the dropped and additionally welded “Cut” seams also
help to create a high-quality finish.

Rider seat 44118-104 on R nineT Urban G/S

All of the seats come in the colours black, brown or classic orange as an option. They are all completely made
in Germany, and Wunderlich offers a five-year warranty.
Depending on the design and the colour, the seats cost
between €299 and €519.
Item-No.:
•

Wunderlich seat, »AKTIVKOMFORT« one-piece
black|brown|orange; 44118-00x; from 499,- €

•

Wunderlich rider seat »AKTIVKOMFORT«
black|brown|orange; 44118-10x; from 399,- €

•

Wunderlich passenger seat »AKTIVKOMFORT«
black|brown|orange; 44118-11x; from 299,- €

Contact:
Wunderlich GmbH
Felix Wunderlich
(Authorized Officer / Head of Product
Management and Development)
Kranzweiherweg 12
D-53489 Sinzig-Gewerbepark

Adjustment by full 360 °
High-quality processed seam with a subtle Wunderlich logo

Phone.: +49 (0) 2642 9798-165
Fax: +49 (0) 2642 9798-53
Mail: fw@wunderlich.de
Web: www.wunderlich.de/en
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Wunderlich seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« one-piece black - Item-No. 44118-002

Wunderlich seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« one-piece orange - Item-No. 44118-004

Mounted footrest system »EVO1« (silver)

Footrest system »EVO1« from below (black)

Wunderlich seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« one-piece brown - Item-No. 44118-003
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Wunderlich rider seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« black - Item-No. 44118-102

Wunderlich rider seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« orange - Item-No. 44118-104

Wunderlich rider seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« brown - Item-No. 44118-103
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Wunderlich passenger seat »AKTIVKOMFORT« black 44118-112 | orange 44118-114 | brown 44118-113

